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Fala Atelier replaced the facade with a pattern of confetti-like tiles in blue and red to match the front doors. 

Confetti can be fun in food, but did you know that it can also liven up a home?

That’s certainly the case with this old house in Porto, Portugal, where local studio

Fala Atelier has converted the single-family home into five studio apartments.

Resurrecting the building that had been abandoned for decades, Fala stripped the

facade’s tiling and replaced it with a celebratory but minimalist pattern of blue and

red shapes.

But the colors do more than decorate—they trace a theme throughout the

apartment, beginning with the two front entrances, one in blue and the other in red,

all the way to the shutters and closet doors (that do double duty to conceal tiny

kitchens) inside each unit. Even the shower stalls get the same color treatment,

their tiling matches the tiling of the facade.

As for the interiors, refined minimalism rules, with pale hardwood floors, white
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As for the interiors, refined minimalism rules, with pale hardwood floors, white

walls, and marble accents combining to create a clean, sleek, and simple place to

live, without sacrificing the perks that come with a pop of color or two.
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4 midcentury modern homes under
$700K to buy right now
Here are three period-perfect picks—plus one that’s pushing

more ’70s-era modernism—to buy right now.

BY LAUREN RO

Can Common crack the coliving
code?
The expanding company has its own philosophy on catering to

an underserved rental market: keep it stress-free

BY PATRICK SISSON

Nashville is throwing a party for the
solar eclipse
Music City is shaping up to be the best—or at least the most fun

—locale from which to observe the total solar eclipse.
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Tiny trailer unfolds to reveal 3-
person rooftop tent
This isn’t the most luxurious set up in the camper world, but it

gets the job done with minimal fluff and a whole lot of functional

convenience.

BY MEGAN BARBER

Solar eclipse 2017: Where to get the
best view
NASA’s Earth Observatory has released two visualizations to

help eclipse-watchers get a better sense of where the

phenomenon will truly be most visible, with weather factored

in.
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Frank Lloyd Wright’s Penfield house
is back on the market for $1.3M
Frank Lloyd Wright’s Louis Penfield House is back on the market

with a significant price drop since the last time we saw it list

back in 2014.
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